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Stalos talks o_n nuclear prohle1ns
injured."
at Hanford ...All of it is high-level Department of Energy. "They
Stalos also spoke on the
liquid, nuclear waste.?' His job, have ordered my company to
'.economic aspect of nuclear energy.
A former physicist at Hanford, from April 77 to December 78 was cover up leaks, intentionally
"Nuclear energy has never made
Steve Stalos, came to Ellensburg to detect leaks in nuclear waste !cover-up leaks in at least three
any sense economically. The
last Tuesday to talk _primarily storage tanks which are situated nuclear waste ~torage tanks," said .
industry is dead. It's just going to
about the burial of nuclear waste above the ground water table to Stalos.
:take a Ion~ time for it to topple
at Hanford and the economics of the Columbia River and that is
Stalos' · reason ·for liis public
over because they h ve such a
nuclear power.
why the leaks must be detected. speaking engagements is to round
'back log of previously ordered
Stalos had worked for five years
.. In December of last year, I up support and have people write
plants ... The industry has always
at the Hanford reservation; the resigned my job at Hanford. · I 'in to get something done about the
:been economically ..unacceptable."
first three were in the safety resigbed because my company, problem, according to ·Stalos.
We only get about 13 percent of
In the last issue of the CRIER,
department, .and the last tyvo as a Rockwell Hanford. Operat"ions is
our power from nuclear energy
. manager responsible for detecting violating federal faw. I was told by there was an interview with
plants according to Stalos. "But
leaks, in buried nuclear waste · the General Manager ... to reduce representative, Mike McCormack,
it's not as nice as that in the sense
containers.
efforts to detect leaks in · these a strong advocator of .nuclear
. that we· can't just turn a switch
Stalos began by defi~ing underground nuclear waste stor~ energy and an ex-Hanford em,off." Areas such as Chicago get 40
nuclear waste. Nuclear waste, age tanks by 50 percent," said ployee himself. In that' article,
to 50 percent of their electricity
according to Stalos are "pieces of Stalos.
McCormack said that the· Mancuso
from nuclear power .
uranium atoms ·... they are new
In addition to that, Stalos study (a study of effect of
: When asked about the disposal
atoms and are radioactive. They commented that the Department 'background radioactivity and the
of nuclear waste, Stalos said that
have to be contained and kept out of' ~nergy in Richland was also health of the population of the
of the environment for long maKmg that request. Stalos said '.surrounding area of Hanford) statement, Stalos, who unsuccess- the best way is to dispose of it
"I want the
periods of time."
that he has given documentation brings up no facts and contributes fully ran against McCormack in .permanently.
the last election, said. "Mancuso's department of energy to get off·
According to Stalos, there are supporting this fact to the absolutely nothing.
,
50 milliOn gallons of waste buried Inspector General's Office in the
In relation to McCormack's study is factually accurate. · The the mark and start building a deep
study is so good, that it is geological permanent nuclear
supported by one of the contract- waste disposal facility. There's a
ors at Hanford" ... There is a very risk involved ... I know that the
strong · correlation between ex- first disposal facility that is built
posure to low level ionizing · probably will have some very bad
tradiatio.n and certain kinds of !accidents, I just look at the
cancer, according to Stalos.
.
alternative ..'. This has less risksAlso is last week's CRIER th an the others ... We as
interview, McCormack said, ,Americans are going to have to
"There · has never been a single ;deal with nuclear waste. I want it
person harmed in any nuclear ·to be permanent. We've gotten
accident, anywhere, in any Ii- · into so much trouble at Hanford
' scensed nuclear plant, · anywhere and at many other places by not
in the free world, never, not one permanently disposing of some·
·
.
·
. ·
· person harmed."
· thing ...- At Hanford right now,
Staloscommented, "I think they nuclear waste management is
'
·
.
· ,
(McCormack .and Governor Ray), becoming exceedingly sloppy."
really believe that ... I think
Stalos believes that Hanford
they're wrong ... There have been should start following federal
hundreds of incidents of overex- regulations on nuclear waste
posure of workers. Exposure to before they should consider
ionizing radiation is an injury -... I sending nuclear waste from ou.t of
don't think those people are liar!?.
state to Hanford.
Governor Ray is not a liar, Mike
Stalos said that all nuclear
In last Friday's .Board of at both .·Eastern and Western the Everett, Edmonds, Tacoma McC()rmack is not a liar. They plants now in operation shoP:d be
Trustees . meeting, the trustees washington universitie's.
. area, the Olympic peninsula or believe what they're saying. They ::i.llowed to operate but that before ·
approved recommendations to
The standard of care offered at Grant County. Central wH!, wish to believe that."
any new plants are liscensed, the
boost rates in all categories of Central draws students to the however. retain the Green River,
They don't look for that industry should do three things,
housing and food services, effec- university according to Dr. David Highline, Bellevue, North Central-· ·information accordin'g to Stalos, "l)pay for its own insurance,
tive this summer.
Lundy, a physician at the Health South Seattle areas and the they don't see what is really '2) have, in operation, a permanent
Center. Lundy was also supported Tri-Cities.
happening in the way of nuclear disposal facility, 3)and prove that
Residence Hall costs will jump at the meeting by many Health
With
this
concept,
each
state
injuries
because they don't want to its radiation protection standards
from the $1,575 charged this year,
Center staff members inch.~ding university has a specific area in see.
for workers are adequate."
to $1,650 for the all-meals, seven- . the other physician, Dr. Eileen
which
to
operate
their
off-campus
Commenting
on
the
Three
Mile
In a question and answer period
days plan beginning next fall.
Calkins.
program.
Island accident, Stalos said, "To following, Stalos explained that ·
For the summer session, cost ·
Aft¢r much discussfon of the
In other action, the board set an those who say that in the ·not only are nuclear power plants
will be up from $440 to $470 for all
issue, the board decided to additional special meeting for Harrisburg Three Mile Island providing evergy, but they are
meal plans for the nine-wee.k
schedule a special meeting on
session, and will be up $20 for the Saturday~ June 2, at 5 p.m. to Friday, June 22, at 5 p.m. to accident, not one person was also building ,nuclear weapons.
After speaking in the SUB pit,
discuss the new biennial budget injured, those people are wrongfour and one-half week session.
._ discuss the Health Center pro- expected· to be ready ' for them thousands of people were injured~
Stalos spoke at the Ellensburg
' In other action, the board posals further as well as handling ~fter action later this spring by the Anyone who received ionizing public library on the same issue,
discussed the proposed -cuts made personnel matt~r including tenure state legislature.
radiation from that plant was trying to gain a·dditional supporL
for the University Health Center recommendations and additional
by Dr. Don Guy, dean of student matter to be. discussed will be a
development. Guy explained ·.that new regulation that administrabecause of inflationary problems, t9r s say may c~t back the
some cuts must be made in the university's off-campus program$.
According to Dr. Bill Benson,
· Health Ce~ter's budget.
-<
Guy also told the board that director of off-campus · programs,
Central's health services~ surpass the state has been split into
the services available on campus regions and Central will not have

by Becky Prieur
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Housing rates climb

ASC is broke!
At this quarter's first Board of
Directors
meeting,
John
Drinkwater, director of student
activities, explained that this
year's budget has already b~en
balanced. However, the budget
was balanced at the end of winter
quarter instead of the end of
spring quarter.
The ASC,
therefore, doesn't really have any
money to work with for spring
quarter.
Drinkwater, in his director's
report, said that at the end of
winter quarter, the ASC had
already spent their alloted funds
but had also brought in the
estimated amount of revenue. The
budget was essentially balanced, .
but earlier than usual.
Drinkwater explained, however,
that money that has already' been
committed and other ·monies
which will be committed this
quarter are done with the intent of
bringing some revenue back. It

could be a bit risky, according to
.Drinkwater, but he says that the
budget looks good for spring
because of all the revenue that has
been received on the ASC films
·
and other events.
Also in his report, Drinkwater
gave the recent special election
results. Sharon Diebert defeated
Paul Hampton by a v~te of 155 to
124 and Jim Ball came out ahead,
defeating Chuck McClure, 213 to
104. These board members took
office immediately because of the
recent vacancies of those positions.
Mary Fridlund, board member,
gave a report on Monday's blood
drive. Fridlund said that the
Health Club, which coordinates
the blood drive at Central, was not
prepared to set up when the Red
Cross arrived and did not have a
schedule of runners for the nurses
Continued on Page 12

APRIL FUN-rub a dub daft, three people in a raft, the weather's getting hotter, so head for the water.
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News Notes

Barge restoration planned

Sixth philosophy colloquium begins
"Superknowled_ge," will be. the topic of Central's sixth
philosophy colloquium of the year at 7:30 on April 26.
Dr. Raeburne Heim beck, Central professor of religious studies,
will discuss the importance of intuition, extra-sensory perception
and mystical insight to the philosophy of India.
The Thursday evening colloquium will convene in the Central
Language and Literature Building lounge. All interested persons
are invited to attend and participate in the discussion.
In "Knowledge and Superknowledge: The View from India,"
Heimbeck will discuss how Indian philpsophers have developed
techniques to ·help others acquire similar experiences.
He will also describe how the study of and experience with
Indian "Superknowledge" has enriched his life, and what insights
he has derived from those experiences.
Heimbeck, who earned his Ph.D. at Stanford University joined
the Central faculty in 1967.

Sneak Peak participants wanted
For all students involved with last year's Sneak Peak
recruitment program (inc!uding participants, host, and other
helpers), there will be a meeting Tuesday May 1 at 5 p.m, in the
back of Commons Dining Hall. Input is needed from everyone so
that this year's program can be improved and strengthened.
Please call Jan Tweedie at 963-1702 or Bill Whitmore at 963-1232 if
you can attend this important meeting.
All help will be
appreciated.

Phi Alpha Theta installs members
Seven Central Washington University students were installed
this month in the university's international history honorary.
According to faculty advisor, Dr. Gordon H. Warren, the new
students initiated into the Tau Iota Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta
are: Derek H. Rieksts (Ellensburg), David Durward Vaughan
(Yakima), Darol A. Daiberl (Seattle)°, Donna Rae Hendricks
(Moses Lake) and Machael Kipp (B.C , Canada).
Following the initiation banquet, Professor Edward Bennett of
Washington State University spoke to the group of 30 faculty and
students on "Uses and Misuses of Language in Diplomacy,"
saying that lay people are the ones who misuse the language of the
diplomat.
Three new members, Kipp, Riedsts and Daiberl, will present
papers at the regional Phi Alpha Theta convention to be held at
Idaho State University on April 27-28.

New Photogr_aphics exhibit opens
News Photographies 1979 will open Monday evening at 8 p.m. in
the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery on the Central Washington University
campus.
.
· Conceived in 1971 by Central art professor James Sahlstrand,
New Photographies is a national show of 250 works that use
photographic imagery, materials or processes.
This year's exhibition will include the work of 63 artists, almost
half of them teachers of photography.
Sahlstrand, director of Randall Hall's Spurgeon Gallery said that
New Photographies is a uniqe show because it levies no entry fee
from artists.
In addition, the Central art department also pays for round trip
shipping of all works selected for inclustion in the annual show, he
said.
Advanced graduate students of photography and art faculty
make up the jury which views color slides subnitted by artists.
'each year they evaluate more than 2,00(}_ photographs
submitted by 400 artists to select exhibition photos.
Because the entries are coded numericallly,the jur"sts find out
photographers' names only after the judging is completed,
Sahlstrand said.
,
The exhibition, which has been·reviewed the past several years
by Popular Photography magazine, will continue through May 18.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

D

by Chris Mundahl
Plans are now being made for
the complete restoration of Barge
Hall. The project is to cost around
5 million dollars and will take
almost five years to complete.
However, the state legislature has
not approved the request for funds
as yet.
.Biii Ross, facilities planning
director, said that it may be 1981
before the request is approved. It
is, however, on the agenda of the
House, so approval may be sooner.
If money is granted, facilities
planning will be able .to go ahead
with preliminary drawings and
then to blueprints if the preliminary drawings are approved by
the Building Committee and Board
of Trustees.
Improvements of doors and
millwork are two of the jobs
planned in the r.estoration. All
mechanical and electrical systems
will be replaced and an elevator
installed. Also, some of the offices
will be remodeled for better space
use.
One advantage to the
restoration will be access for
handicapped individuals.
Before, many offices had to meet
with handicapped persons away
from the office, when Barge is
remodeled it will be easier for
both.
This is the second time the
restoration project has been
turned down. The first time was
in 1977.
Some changes have been made
already, though.
The Student
Employment Office had moved up
with the Financial Aids Office.
Also, the presidential office has
moved over to Bouillon. Duane
Skeen, space anaylist of the
university, said that the moves are
part of a long-range plan. Those

"eliminate any restrictions' the
building might have." Also the
plan is made in order to make sure
all departments are not restrained
but have best facilities available.

areas now moved from the
Off-Campus Programs, dean of
graduate studies and international
programs.
1'his plan was made to help

•
Student wins
award
Chris Blanton, the son of Dr. board and room.
and Mrs. Thomas Blanton, who is
taking courses in German and
The summer school curriculum
Latin at Central, won a full tuition includes language courses, semisch olarsh i p to the "Deutsche: nars on art, poetry, history, and a
Sommerschule am Pazifik", a theater workshop. Colloquia
seven-week German summer
·covering various topics in many
school sponsored by Portland fields, and individual study prostate University and held on the ' grams also are offered. A student
Lewis and Clark College campus in may take up to twelve graduate or
Portland, Oregon. Tuition is $250; undergraduate credits from these
there aye additional expenses for offerings.

H.S. journalists
compete for awards
Journalists from local high
schools will be visiting Central
today to attend "Journalism
Day." There will be roughly 12
high schools participating in the
contest held in Bouillon c9mpeting ·for journalistic honors.
Central's mass media department will be sponsoring the event
and will give the students a
chance to rub shoulders with a
few professionals in their field.
Jeffrey Hamilton, award winning photo journalist for the
Yakima Herald-Republic will
lecture in Bouillon to the general
assembly. He will be accompanied by Blaine Johnson, a former
student of Central. Johnson is
author of a recently published
book called "What's Happening",

which deals with his experiences
covering Super Sonics games for
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
Rounding out ·the lecture card
will be Cliff Rowe who is a
veteran· editorial writer for The
Seattle Times.
The high school students will
be competing in both on-the-spot
writing skills to test how they
write under pressure and submitted stories that they have
written in the past. They will
compete in four basic area~;
newswriting, feature writing,
sports writing, and photography
dealing with news, feature, and
sports. All the catagories will be
judged and awards will be given
to th~ winner of each cata gory.

You Can Take It With You!
Now that the weather's nice, enjoy it
even more with a car stereo from
stereocraft. We 're having a

Car Hi Fi Sale This Week
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.0 -o-o~o
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='n~...

Check Out These Savings!

Pioneer KP 500

Manufacturer's
Suggested List
The selection of Dr. Frank Schneider as dean of library services
at Central was confirmed today by academic vice president, Ed
Harrington.
.
The appointment of Schneider, who has served as director of
library services at San Francisco State University for the past six
years, was announced at the meeting of the Central Board of
Trustees that was held Friday, April 20.
Schneider earned bachelor's degrees at the University of
Dubuque, Iowa and at the University of Minnesota, going on to
Arizona State University for his· master's and doctorate.
His librarianship, spanning 27 years, ranges frorr. heading a high
school library while also coaching football and wrestling, directing
a public library and serving as state librarian in Delaware, to
directing university libraries in Arizona and California.
Schneider has published surveys of and guide.~ w most of the
libraries he has been affiliated with, as well as editing indexes to
faculty publications and materials for specialize3 clientele, like
gifted children.
The new dean will take the helm at Central's lfarary July l,
according to Harrington. He will. replace Dr. Richa~·d Waddle,
Cent~al library dean since 1970.
Waddle requested a replacement in March 1978, agreeing to
continue as dean until the university selected his· successor.

AI)\' ENT E'l-1 6x9 powen·d spt·akl'rs
PIONEEH AI>-:H2 ampl'il'il'r
PIONEEH AI > -:~o amplifit•r -e4ualizl'r
PIONEEH KP-8005 in-dash AM1F~ casst.•t t.•
PIONEEH KP-500 helow-dash FM casst·t t l' ·
J>IONEEH TS-160 6 1, / ' speakers
SUPEHSCOPE CA-10 below-dash ,.asst·t t t.·

SH~U.()(J pr.

SALE~
$I;)~(()()

pr.

;)9.~;)

:~9.UO

1..rn.~;;

99.00
I H9.00

:!-19.~;)

:!19.95
-11.95 pr .

27 .00 , pr.

;)9.95

;~9.00

1-t~U)()

And Much More!
Current Stock Only
Some new, some demo, come in early for best selection

STORE HOl 'RS:
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I(
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·10-.t·d
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Media Library
files films and tapes, keeps records
on them, and serves the request of
those wishing to check out
Ann McLean says she likes her materials. McLean says that last
job. She shows it. McLean is year over 17,000 requests were
department head for Media Li- handled.
In spite' of the statistics, McLean
brary services, a division of the
Instructional Media Center.
indicates that students are not
Under her supervision, a collection taking full advantage of the
- of over 3,600 films, filmstrips, services.
audio tapes, slides, and teaching
"How do we reach students and
· programs are maintained, up- get them in here?" says McLean.
dated, and added to. Her staff of How do we tell them about the
three full-time persons and several gold mine of information that is
part-time students maintains and available during lunch hour or in
·by Sid Browne
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by Don Caughey
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One of the biggest adjustments
people make when they enter
college from high school is going
from 'being a follower to being a
responsible free individual.
Freedom is not easy, and there are
plenty of places where it can -b e
ex<;hanged for going .along with
the system. Responsibility is even
more difficult, particularly since
people tend to be given freedom
only as long as they succeed. That
fact exposes the truth that what
was offered was more like parole
than freedom. Freedom is taken,
not given, and although the
confrontational implications of this
fact are not the end of the story, it
is a mistake to rely on others or on
the system to get you where you
want to go in your life. You have
to take responsibility for yourself.
That's hard. The deck is stacked
against it. Despite all the cant
about free choices, most of us find
the alternatives limited, not by our
own interests, skills and desires,
but by external conditions. And
the message which is drummed
into us is, "Be a good follower."
That is ·supposed to produce
leadership, but it doesn't.
It
produces sheep. Learning to be~
good participant, on the other
hand, opens one to the interaction
between leadership and group
process. The difference between
participants and followers is that
the former are responsibly involved individuals while the latter
have eschewed responsibility.
When things go wrong, followers
can blame others for their plight,
but participants know that they
share responsibility. Although it
might appear that followers have
some advantage in escaping
blame, the truth is that they are
victims, and that leads nowhere.

WSU will be presenting an
introduction to LIFE/POWER
Planning here this Friday and
Saturday. Call me, 952-6815 or
Sue Scholz, 925-3650, or come to
the CWU Recreatjon Center at 6
p.m. on Friday, April 27.)

Rev. Jim

Hansen

from

IS

a gold mine

According to McLean, -she is use~ McLean says that all ASC
the ·evenings'!"
She says that a student, a just starting to bring out some of recognized clubs are able to check
teacher or even one of the the possible topic combinations out films and use them for
. community can come in during that the collection holds. These educational programs.
Faculty members not only can
their daytime hours or evening possibilities are not just limited to
hours and look at films on all kinds films. Information on all the audio check out films for their classroom
or visual materials that Central use, but can check out a film for
of subjects.
holds
are available in MLS'::> card use in any off-eampus function that
Journalism major Larry Breer
says he spends some of his lunch catalog. This card system is also he or she might be asked to speak
hours, sack lunch in, hand, duplicated in the main card catalog · at.
· McLean is proud , of her
watching two or three of the many system at the campus library.
The
MLS
is
one
of
the
largest
.department
and the people in it.
films available.
This last quarter, the library film rental services fo the state, She is pleased with the increasing
was open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. having a larger film collection than quality of the collection. Its award
during the day and, from mid- either the University of Wash- winning films are up some fifty
quarter on, 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. ington or Washington State percent in the five years she has
been here. She sincerely seeks
University.
Monday through Thursday.
One of the newest promotional comments and feedback on films
With a wealth of visual
information available, especially projects that Ms. McLean is and materials that the faculty and
films, McLean and her. s~aff have working on is getting some film students would like to see in the
put together some mm1-catalogs series that clubs on . campus can future.
on · popular subject topics like:
agingl, ?ehath and dying; special
phe~ldp e; ,'t l~ many pathhs to God";
c I ren s iterature; t e media;
and films on business, _..manage~=~!·.and organizational develop-

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
For Juniors and Seniors. Will take 15-20 .hours per week. You
can earn while you learn in this ongoing program. Can apply
towards field experience for credit. Begin this quarter or summer.
For interview call Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance, 925-6931.

r-~-----------------::-------------_;._

______..:.....;_;__.;_;_____. . ;___

:..:..:._.:..:...:..:._.:..::.:..:..:..:..:...:._.:..:..:..:...:..:..:..:~

Meet me in Vantag~ . .... .
AFTER breakfast.

·-

College has traditionally been a
place where young adults could try
their wings.
Some failure is
allowed, and it is expected tMt
students will experiment with the
gray areas of morality. But such
tolerance has been more permissive than supportive. Central has
done better than most schools to
provide support through the Office
of Student Development, but it .
has not done nearly enough to help
people avoid the terribly enervating loneliness that seems to be
inevitable if one is to take
responsibility for oneself. For the
paradox of individual responsiblity
is that it is rarely achieved in
isolation. It comes with a little
help from our friends.
LIFE/WORK Planning ~s the
kind of program that helps. It
helps you discover what you want
to·do in-life, where you want to do
it and with whom. It balances the
continuing needs for education,
productivity and leisure, and helps
you plan a strategy which is
realistic, but never depressingly
so.
It assumes that you are
an inherently valuable person with
something to contribute rather
than a lazy turkey who will be
lucky to survive.
·

•

1
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The Weekifld Breakfast
Get yourself together with a great breakfast this weekend. Rise and shine
and wrap your mouth around some good eatin' at Tunstall Commons on
both Saturday and Sunday from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. The weekend breakfast
i~ now served only at Tunstall Commons, so put it together this weekend and
eat a good breakfast!

"'
Tunstall Cc)mmons
Food Services
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Coillillentary and Opinion
In BOD decisions

Students don't have voice

by Ken Staley

.,

One of the things that upsets me
the most is someone . wasting
money I .have been forced to pay,
such as income tax 01; tuition.
Logic would dictate that I might
have at least some representation
to voice an opinio1. --any opinionon how that money is to be spent.
On a national scale, voicing that
opinion is a relatively easy thing,
provided the elected horse's bud shows up for the im.portant
sessions and isn't on a junket to
Europe inspecting sanitary facilities. Collecting that opinion must,
on the other hand, ·be very
difficult. Scoop, Warren and
locally, Mike, must have thousands
to poll and think about before
casting off. You would assume
that with a constituency of 5,000,

with five elected officials to gather : . concentrating on ways to involve
the collective mood of the campus, more students, such as havin& ·
representation would be closer to ' one represent'ative f~om each
a reality. Unfortunately, such is dQrm on the BOD.....:.it would not
not the ·case.
solve much, but 'at least more
I will not presume to say that students would be involved-or
the current members of the BOD holding BOD meetings in different
are · worthless, but collecting dorm lounges, with plenty of
information from the student body advanced advertisement.
they proportedly represent just
Basically, what this means is
doesn't happen. I would guess that the BOD simply spends
that fewer than 100 students know money at the whim of five,personal
what the current BOD does do, opinions who have demonstrated a
except fight among themselves.
definite lack of concern for the
I can hear the moans and cries total student population. Mostly,
from the BOD now: "No one ever this is attributable to the fact that
shows up to any of our meetings." · there are members of the present
"No one comes to the hearings." BOD who serve no one but
Instead of bemoaning the lack of themselves. They could really
student involvement and writing it care less about the rest of the
off to apathy, the BO~ should be student body. Being an "elected
[J:~:S:S:::i.t:s::S:c:::::::~c::::::::::::~c:::::~c:~~~==::::::C::::::S~c:::::::~4 representative" of the students is
simply a gold star for the
placement file or resume. Or, in
Management trainees with the nation's largest and fastest
some cases, it is simply an ego
growing company in working with college and professional
booster.
Of course, not all of the fault lies
markets of insurance. Intensive training at company expense.
wit.I) the BOD. Their fangs were
Five figure income and bonus and complete fringe benefits.
Must have a degree and references. Great opportunity for Cl
plucked long ago. The former
career-minded professional. All Majors. Interviewing on campus
administration knew that five
May 1, sign up in Placement Office for appointment.
people would accomplish less than
Send resume to
the old president/vice president
Openings for:
Darryl Barrett
Marketing Representatives
!Sales
P.O. Box 5628
Sales Management
Regional Management Seattle, WA 98105

79 GRADS

·system. Although rather blunt, it
is a fact. Take the last two student
governments as examples. The
former BOD did nothing but
change the name of the governing
body from the Board of Control to
the present Board of Directors.
The present Board of Directors
has been too busy fighting among
themselves to do anything as
monumental as that.
It is, perhaps, because of these
"representative" governments
that the sole decisions rest with
the Board of Trustees, nonstudents. As specifically outlined
in the Student Constitution,
everything that the BOD does is
subject to review, revision or
rejection without consultation or
negotiation.
As an example of this, the BOD
is required to submit budget
suggestions every year., These
suggestions are passed to -the
dean of students, the president of .
the university and to the Board of
Trustees. Presumably, the student
government has held' hearings in
various locations on campus to get
opinions from the students on
ho\.t· they'd like to see their tuition
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There are endless people in this other phrase. This type of mass
world who take upon themselves · representative is trying to include
the responsibility and obligation to you in his realm of ignorance. Be
.6.._
Friday Night
Saturday Night
speak for others. For the most wary. Be prepared to answer,
part, they are not to be trusted.
~~ -,
Bob Tornfelt and
Bob and .
"No, I don't know," with relative
'~
)- '\., Tom Schmuck ·.
MarkHalperm
You've surely met the type. regularity.
Unfortunately, there are no .
._'ros\~. 3rd
Live Music
Fortunately, these individuals
outward signs that the approach· 925:...;-3;.i"!l~..-.._F
ing individual is intrusted with are afflicted with a disease that
The cure is
mass voice. Often, it is not until can be cured.
you are well into the conversation -generally more education, but
or lecture that you become aware drastic measures include strong
the individual is burdened with doses of "No, I don't know," or
complete ostracization from social
mass mouth syndrome.
funcqons lest his disease spread.
Such individuals come in three
The second type of assumed .
very different types. Seldom, if
ever, do these schools of oration oration occurs as a diseased
overlap.
The first and most progression of the first form.
common type is generally found in Instead of trying to include the
the less educated individual. The addressee into his tight group of
early warning symptom is marked confidants, the speaker will try to
by the use of "you know" every include himself in a larger, more
intelligent. group. His statements
r----------· -----·----------~-· ·- ··-·· -· ·--·-----·----------------1 · .often begin with, "~veryone
.
.
knows."
This type of .second person
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masses is the slyest of the lot.
This type is also the most difficult
to put off or defeat. His approach
is subtle enough to include you,
himself and a mass of unknowns.
'fhe key phrase to be cautious of is
"we believe."
_
The "we believers" will generally wait until you are part of a
captive audience before the key
phrase is dropped. They generally
insulate themselves with an
audience of other innocents,
· knowing that you most probably
will not walk out, making any
comeback impossible.
Often the "we believers" are
associated with an upper strata of
intelligence. They tend to be short
sighted and very unflexibl~. They
are not easily put off or shut up.
Begin their address with ..we
believe" but insinuate it in such a
way that the ultimate conclusion is
that this individual is assuming
mass responsibility.
There is really no way to protect .
yourself from such crass individuals. Sometimes it is possible
to avoid direct conversation. It is
even possible to deflect and defeat
such bores in unaviodable confrontations. But the best method
is elimination. Although violence
is often clumsy and rarely
justifiable, there are exceptions to
every rule.
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wasted. The clincher is that nary a
one of the various stops-D~an,
President, BOD-has the right to
accept, change or completely
· reject the student budget without
notification or negotiation.
Some of you are probably
wondering exactly what the
present BOD does.
I wonder
myself. As close as I can figure
out, we are paying $400 a month
for five social co-ordinators. They
meet periodicallyto decide which
special interest group should
spend how much money. Added to
this overwhelming burden, there
are two "para-professionals"
(whatever that means) who assist '
the BOD. Hence, we students pay
about $1,000 a month for a social
organization that isn't doing a very
good job. Realistically, we should
not have a student government.
Until such time as the Board of
Trustees decides that we are
mature enough to waste our own
budget, we should do away with
any form of student government
·and hire a professional social
director for $1,000 a month. · At
least with a professional, we could
expect a professional job.

-
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:

I
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Letters to the EditOr
...
Reporter trails track iY ellow journalism?I
I
·-----------------·~--------------~-~------

·article entitled · "Sp~ers Begin...
·was from one of the f.trst outdoor
meets of the season (March 3).
In regards to Mr. Schellhorn's The article seemed to follow the
· articles on last week's track meet. Ellensburg Daily Record's sports
I would like to offer a few article almost word for word.
suggestions. After reading the There has -been a meet every
articles, I got the impression that we~kend since; all of them with.
track just started and the men's some . very good performances.
team might as well hang ·up their But they seem· to be all forgotten
spikes .- ~lready. The intentions now. Maybe. when Mr. Schellhorn
may not have been that at, all. but catches up with his reading of the
it seemed to me that he was not Daily Record's sports pages. we
very well informed. A lot of might see some more "up to date
athletes on the track team have l_"eporting." The . recent article
been working out since the with such an original title:
beginning of fall quarter.
"Women- Win Meet"· gave just
The first track meet was in praise to the women's team-they
mid-January and many athletes did a good jolr-but did the men's·
have been' competing almost every team need to be ridiculed? Why is
- weekend since then. The first first plac~ so important. and

Dear Editor:

second by a tenth or last by a few
' seconds so bad? Think about it.
There were a lot of good
performances at that meet by
other schools and by our own
team. There were also some fine
personal goals achieved, which I
feel is even more important. If.
Mr. Schellhorn would have talked
to (men's) Coach Arlt or (women's)
Coach Boyungs. he could have
found this out. I can't understand
how he can write an article
without ever meeting or talking to
either track coach. I suggest that
Mr. Schellhorn go to our ne~
home meet on April 21, talk to the
coaches, and then draw · his
conclusions.
Tim Hart

some facts, and get rid of your
obviously strong bi&$ against the
·
Guarded-Rights or Cover Up? in . administration.
The continued_simmering of this
'the last issue of the CRIER was,a
·fine editorial, in the vein of the stew of rumors, selective leaks and.
lowest yellow journalism. C. allegation~ with no perceivable
base, does nothing to nourish thE
Stastny is the only person
involved in this affair who has the Central community. Get some
right to give out information. The meat in it through the only person
staff of the ._.C RIER may see who may speak out, or get the hell
themselves as righteous muck- out of the kitchen. I, for one, am
rakers, but 0 selective leaks and getting tired of all the gas.
speculations" are not the kind 'of
'muck that responsible journalists Allison Campbell
should be digging around in. Get Political science major

Dear Editor:

'Unions help few hinder many'
:Dear Editor:

Nuclear economics questioned
Power
the same questio:q many of us are · home without energy.
asking right now in light of the costs are estimated to triple in the
nuclear accident in Pennsylvania_. next ten years because of the
capital investment inv9lved in
I would like to congratulate Jon and many, other accidents that
Alberts on his letter to the editor, have been so conveniently covered building nuclear reactors.
These are just some of the
"Should we pay for rays." Jon not by those who (as Jon said) make
points we can think about. I also
only knew the subject he was profits from us.
hope that we all will think about ·
voicing an opinion about. but he
Some things we may all think the risks involved, and the money
also laid out the facts in a realistic
style. For a large part of my life, I about _a re the- economics involved - involved. I also hope we will make
began to worry about the in the use of nuclear power: It has &ome effort to learn about the
· American Public as concerned been estimated .that for tbe same potential hazards of a nuclear
citizens. I had deep doubts about amount of money spent on each accident. Many times I've· heard
our future. Were we all going to nuclear · reactor at the Satsop people say that nuclear ·reactors
sit. idly by and allow our leaders to plant, you could solar heat are fine as long as the reactors are
not near their own homes.
plan our future without any approximately 200,000 homes.
Another interesting point to However, nuclear reactors have to
cohcern and voice from us? Jon
has helped to lessen those doubts; think about is that if a nuclear be built somewhere, and are
he once again gave me faith in plant which heats 200,000 homes potentially a danger to someone's
American responsibility. The blacked out, · there would be life. We cannot be that selfish and
question Jon asked, "Are we 200,000 homes out of energy. If only worry about our own life.
going to speak out and take action one home blacked out through
while we still have the chance?" is solar heat. there would be only one Yatie Butts
:Dear Editor:

l

·double whammy, we all pay more
for the product because the
increased cost of the labor forces. ·
~mployers to pass the added cost
>n to me-the poor consumer. H l
was a union member, perhaps I.
wouldn't have spoken out against
them. · I probably would have
boycotted Coors as the advertisement suggested. rm not a union
member, th~refore, rn continue to
drink Coors' and I won't feel one bit
guilty about ii.

The . continuing_ eontroversy
«>ver the Coors beer advertisement
encouraged ine to do a littie
fact-finding.
I have never
belonged to a labor union of any
sort and, · therefore, have not
reaped any of the benefits afforded
by unions. Nevertheless, facts
cannot be ignored. I found that
just 25 percent of America's labor
force is unionized. Union leaders
demand 'higher wages, more
benefits, better working hours, Douglas ~. Kuiyer
etc., etc., of employers. In order to
meet the demands of the union,
the employers are forced to hike
the prices of their products and/or
lay off workers. Certainly there is .
more that enters into the labor
union-business confrontation that
is much more complex than this,
but this simple explanation proves
a point. Labor unions help the few
and hinder the many. You must
have a job before you can join the
union ranks. but union demands
have caused employers to cut back
Rick Sasaki
the number of available jobs. As a

962-9292

Registration

Less frustratif?n for freshmen

Pu_tth1g .this

I would like to add this appeal to
juniors and seniors who have not . wish is already filled. Thus, a
Dear Editor:
In reference to Rick Hert's completed certain courses in the problem exists for them. Hence, I sophomores. juniors and seniors
article iri the CRIER of April 5, I proper sequence in their breadth must take issue with Mr. Hert's . who have not been able to enroll in
must take issue with his reporting. or major requirements. A lengthy comment that there are students an Engish 101 class. possibly as a
This system of registration was investigation was made last · year who have not been able to "nail result of our recently implemented
designed to provide. in conjunction relative to the number of down" an English 101 class in six registration procedure, to contact
with a serious advjsing system, upperclassmen who had not attempts. This should not be Mr. Bovos or any academic dean
the opportunity for freshmen to completed English 101, and as a allowed to happen. The academic immedi~tely, or at least at the
· enroll in their basic courses. all of result, the English department dean~ and Mr. Bovos have tried to next registration, so that you, too,
which will help them become more was asked to reserve 5 to 7 seats in pass the word that any upperclass- can be assisted. We'll do the best
successful in their succeeding each English 101 section for man who is having difficulty in .we can; you would be surprised
course work. Hopefully. this will non-freshmen students. To my enrolling in such a required class how helpful many of us are.
eliminate some of the frustrations knowledge, the department has need only to contact one of them
and resulting dropouts caused by done that and has maintained an and the problem can undoubtedly Bernard L. Martin
improper grounding in the basics. approval procedure for all stu-· be taken care of quickly and Chairman, Recruitment/Retention
Committee
Only time will tell whether this dents enrolling in such .classes; in painlessly.
has been successful. However, in essence. initially limiting the
(
my observations this tear, I sense number of freshman students each ~
, ~
less frustration among the first- quarter to approximately 80
percent of the seats available.
year students.
I do f.tnd that students someBefore instituting this procedure~ we were aware of the times ·defer ·their enrollment
problems that might be en- because the partieular section they
countered by the sophomores, . .
"'lip,

face
in your future.
Your Hd1·lil\ Inion Fil'ld \"cK·i:lle .. an

hL"lp plan ~oi1r linandal hllun· "11h
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Cats not
kittens
Dear Editor:
I sincerely. hope that in the
future you will refrain from
referring to Central's fine women
athletes as "kittens." The use of
diminutives for females is not only
tasteless, sexist and chauvinistic.
but can be construed as · discriminatory. As you are aware,
·discrimination on the basis of sex
is illegal (and on the front page, no
less!).
·
Gale LeCompte
Affirmative Action Director

*****************. . . . .
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THE INAUGURAL SPRING
CELEBRATES
THE INAUGURATION OF THE 9TH PR.ESIDENT

Dr ..Dona-ld -L. Ga rrity
Af\' 11'.JVITATION FROM THE TRUSTEES

LINDA CLIFTON
CHAIRMAN

MONDA\'. APRii. 23
New Photographies 1979 .Exhibition (through May 18),
8 a.m. to .5 p.m., Monday through f riday, Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery in Randall Hall
·
·
THURSDA \'. APRIL 26
Philosophy Colloquium: "Knowledge an~
Super knowledge -- The View from India," by Dr.
Raeburne Heimbeck, 7:30 p.m., Language and Literature
Building Lounge
Ellensburg Community Chorus Concert. directed by
Barbara Brummett, 8 p.m., ~enz Recital Hall

On behalf of the Board of Trustees and the Inaugural Planning
Committee, I invite the entire university student community to _
attend the formal inauguration of our president, Dr. Donald L.
Garrity, on Saturday May 5, at 3 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
The installation of President Garrity is a monumental event in the
course of Central's history, and your participation as the students of
the university is fundamental to the spirit of the event and the
direction of the university.
·
During the day's events the inauguration will be the only
opportunity for the entire campus to share the remarks of Senator
S.l. Haya_kawa who will keynote the event. Senator Hayakawa is a
prestigious figure in both the course ·o f higher education and politics
~rnd we hope you'll join us to hear him and many other events of
Inaugural Spring.
Again on behalf of the committee and the .board, I encourage you
to join us on Saturday, May 5 in Nicholson Pavilion.

THE INAUGURAL SPRING
SATU RDA\'', MA\' 5
ln.aUJJ, Uration of CWU President Donald L (;arrit~. 3
p.m .• 'icholson· Pavilion
NAS/, Lunar Rock Display (through :'\1ay 12), 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. , Samuelson Union Building
Oper. House: Bouillon Hall, 10 a.m. to I p .m.
lnauJl.ural Banquet, 7 p.m., Holmes Dinin.: Hall
Presidential Ball. 9:30 p.m. Samuelson Union Buildin2
Ballroom

Linda Clifton, Chairman .
f'Rll)AY. MA\' 18
Central Swingers Show (through May 19), dircl·h:d hy
Barbara Brummett, 8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
SATURDAY. MA\' 19
CWU Class Reunions: 1907 to 1929, I p.m .• Harge Hall
SUNDAY, MAY 20
Wayne Hertz l·ci;tival, featuring the ('WU Choir and
Orchestra, 3 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall ,

..

WEDNESDAY. MA\' 9
Central Trio Concert, featuring Bonalyn Bricktr-Smi1h.
piano; Jeff Cox, violin; and Maria DeRungo,, cello, 8 p.til.,
Hertz Recital Hall

TlJESDA \'. MA\' 22
Symphonic Band Concert, directed hy Stc:ve Allen, 8
p.m., Hertz Recital Hall

•·KIDA\', APRIL 27
On.:hcsi1, Annual Dance Coni.:crt. R p.i'n . , \kConncll
Auditorium (thr~mgh April 28)

THURSDAY, MA\' IO
Technology and Industrial Education Department Open
House ·(through May · 11>, 8 a:m. to 5 p.m., Hogue ·
Technology Building

WED~ESDA\",

Tn:sDA\', MA\' l
Poetry Reading: Ted Berrigan. 8 p .m .. Language and
Literature Building Lounge

SATURDAY. MA\' 12
Jazz Nite, directed by John Moawad, and featuring
guest artist Sunny Fortune and . his quartet, 8 p.m.,
McConnell Auditorium

THl'RSl>A \ .• MA\. J
Drama: "Barefoot in ihc Park." ·hy ~cit Simon.
dircl.'.tcd tw student Garv Jad;son. (throuizh \lay 5), R
p.m .. Thn.:cpenny Playht~usc in Barge Hall~

WEDNESDAY, MA\' 16
Drama: "John Brown's Body," by Stephen Vincent
Benet, directed by Milo L. Smith (through May 19), 8
p.m., McConnell Auditorium ·
Recorder Chamber Concert, directed by G. Russell
Ross, 8 p.m., Hertz Recital Hall

MA\' 23
Madrigals Concert, directed hy Barbara Brummell, 8
p.m., Hertz Recital Hall
THURSDAY. MAY 24
Annual Phi Kappi Phi Lecture. I\ p.m., (iru~ <·onf erence Center
•·RIDAY. JUSE 8
Honors Convocation. H p.m., McConnell Auditorium
SAT.URDA\". Jl.jSE 9
Commencement. IO a.m .• Nichol'>on

_
Pavi~ion

Tl.jESDAY. Jl'~E 12
Leonardo da Vim:i l.ecaurc Serie'> and Exhibit (through
July 12) co-'>pon'>on.'d with the l:llen .. hurt? Puhfo: i. ihrary
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Arts and Entertainntent
Flyin
By Night

Canticle presented

"Canticle of Life" by John Biggs
is being presented by the
Ellensburg Community Chorus,
Phil Patterson
April 26, at 8:15 in Hertz Hall on
the Central campus. This new
work, commissioned and preYes ladies and gentlemen, the rock & roll show is alive and
miered by tlie Santa Barbara,
healthy-boy, is it healthy-in the world of heavy metal.
California Choral Society in
Seattle's Paramount Northwest literally shook a couple of
1975-76, calls Jor mixed chorus,
Friday nights ago as UFO, Judas Priest and Wireless took to the o · vocal soloists, woodwind quintet;
, stage for an evening of powerful, incredibly loud rock & roll. It
percussion, harp, and dancers.
rocked, however, far more than it rolled.
Singing with the Community
It had been many moons since my days as a· San Francisco
Chorus will be the Central
teeny-bop hippie, since I'd seen a rock show that had such a
Chorale, 'd irected by . Sidney
physical effect on the ~udience. I've seen people walk away from
Nesselroad. Soloists are Teresa
Keith Jarret solo concerts emotionally drained, and many a Bob
Browing, soprano: Kathryn Pratz,
Dylan show has left them singing and dancing on the way out of
mezzo-soprano; Lyhn Dupin, con,the hall, but this was something else again. With a simple wave of
tralto: Gordon Leavitt, t~nor;
· his hand, the guitarist for Judas Priest had the security -force. at
Sidney Nesselroad, baritone: and
i the Paramount scrambling for their own security, let alone that of
Eugene Dupin, bass.
. the. band. In an instant, the audience has spilled over the barrier
The soloists will be accompanied
.that separated the peasants from the stars, and t~e small ·area in
by guest harpist, Camille Peterson
,''
i front of the stage was indistinguishable from the rest of the hall
but for the sea of young hands weaving octopus patterns into the
' spotlights. The security force was obviously not terribly into this
idea, and Judas Priest paid dearly. They were the only act of the
~
evening not allowed to return for an encore.
Wireless is a young Canadian band with a lot of potential in the
heavy metal world, mostly due to the possession of an e~ceptional
drummer whose antics really made the show. In between
Get your frisbees out of the
drumstick twirling, he played quite well also. No one else in the
closet, music lovers! The second
annual Papa John's Outdoor Music
band really stood out, and perhaps the reason for my preference
0 toward Wireless was the fact that they only used four Marshall
Festival is coming your way again
on May 2.
stacks as opposed to the eight used by the other bands.
Judas Priest came up next, and here the volume went up a 0
The Outdoor Festival, which is
couple of notches. All members of the band were decked out in
being presented in conjunction
with the ASC Festival of the Arts,
black leather jackets peplete with silver buckles, studs and chain~.. .
A trifle warm, maybe? Anyway, the·;,priest was home ·for some ,
will start at two in the afternoon
very fast musicians, and any vocalist who can make himself stand
on the Barto lawn.
Jody Daigneault, ASC concert
out over the howling guitars deserves credit. Robert Hallord 0
deserves even more.
co-ordinator says the festival is
Amidst the sado-masochistic overtones of the leather, the
tentatively planned to be similar
romping bearers of Les Pauls, Flying V's, Stratocasters and
to last year's festival in that there
Firebirds, HaUord more than held up his end of the show with his
will be a whole day of free musical
entertainment.
unique delivery and raw singing power. His vocal acrobatics were
carried off with panache and a true sense of class rarely known to
All tjpes of music will be
grace the stages of heavy metal.
represented this year and there
Unfortunately, not much can be said for UFO. After a fine
will be a few bands that will
.g opener by Wireless and the audience participation begun by Judas
perform also. Daigneault says that
Priest, UFO had very little to offer but their egos. Just more of o turnout for last year's festival was
the same elements common to all heavy duty rock.
"fantastic."
What about all this? Well, if you long for the good ol' days of
Daigneault added 'that he expects
rock & roll, the days when people came prepared for the show with
a good turnout this year, but the
snuck-in bottles of Jack Daniels and Jose Cuervo (to say the.least),
weather will probably have some
0 and people really made themselves part of the show, be sure to
influence on attendance. He says
o experience heavy metal before the genre dies. Jusfdon~t sit too
if the weather is inclement, the
close to the s eakers.
festival will be postponed until a

BY.

Vf

Vf

enatchee, as~ingtOn.
ity Chorus, and Clay McKee, from
: The instrumentalists include Dr. the Central Chorale.
Barbara
; Steven Allen.' flute; Raymond Brummett will conduct the per; Wh~l«:r, clarmet: and A. ~ert formance.
"Canticle of Life" - is one
1 Christianson, recently re~1red
\from the Central music ~ep~rt continuous piece of music, lasting
;ment, Qn oboe. The bassoomst IS a slightly less th~n one hour, and is
!. newcomer to the Ellensburg similar to the well known
: community, Kerry Sjoblom, band · "Carmina Burana" in that the
director for the public schools.
texts for the six choruses are
French horn will ~e played by J. taken from 13th century manu~ Richard Jensen.
scripts of the monastery o_f
i Many ho\irs have been spent by Benedictbeuern and a 9th century
Christine Patterson, dance in- anthology of Verona and are sung
structor of the Ellensburg Youth in Latin. The vocal solos are
,Ballet, choreographing the five original poems by the composer
dance numbers, which will be and are sung in English. The texts
performed by her students: deal with spririg, life, love and
Andrea Glauert, Karen Hruska, beauty.
There will be no admission
and Anneliese Childress.
Rehear.sal accompanists are charge for the c'o ncert, but
-Rhoda Barber, from the Commun- donations will be accepted.

J from

1

Papa Johit~s outside
more favorable date.
Daigneault commented, "I think
it's one of the neatest things the
ASC does all year, and no one has
even complained about the price."
The ASC ·w anted to feature a
barbecue along with the music
festival, but Daigneault says that.

Holmes Dining Hall declined th~
invitation to sponsor such a
barbecue.
"I think critical acclaim given to
last February's . Papa _ John'_s
l~door Festivai gives this event a
great deal of credibility," says
Daigneault.

Shed that dreary winter feeling

1and leap into spring
with a new ha-irstyle

HAIR DESIGNERS
3rd ' Sampson

962-2550

lilt'ilei.tm:x::lli~:a:clai!m:n::ii:ii~i:l:ai:X1:al:llcc.~.x.~.:ra.~.c.c.c.~.~.~.~.~.g.•c.1Qi:.~.~.~.:11••••••••••• ~ ............................................................... ~

4'P hoto
-s how
·~opens

··'
''
'

l''

! Alice's Restaurant
/

:

We've got .it! Our licens·e is here!!

''

''

News Photographies 1979 will
open Monday evening at 8 p.m. in
the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery on the
Central Washington Univer&ity :
'·
. campus.
Conceived in 1971 by Central art
· profes1?or Jam es Sahlstrand, New
Photographies is a national show :
.- .of 250 works that use photographic :
imagery, materials or processes. This year's exhibition will
include the work of 63 artists, :
·-almost half of them teachers of :
photography.
·
Sahlstrand, director of Randall .
Hall's Spurgeon Gallery said that
41
New Photographies is a unique
showbeeause it levies no entry fee
from artists.
:
Advanced graduate students of
photography and art faculty make
up the jury which views color :
slides submitted by artists.
."• Each year they evaluate more :
than 2,000 photographs submitted
·by 400 artists to select the :
exhibition photos.
, The exhibition, which has been :
reviewed the past several years by :'
Popular Phqtography magazine,
:
will continue through May 18.
.. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. :
Monday through Friday.

:
''

'

'
:'

:

:
'

'' ·
'

''

·:

"'
''
*Extra large hamburgers:
~ at an extra small price :,
·
''
*Chicken and Fish
:·

'

i-:

'

Ill

WINES
House Wines
White rose
Hearty hurgun~y

our specialty :

* Fresh frozen fruit

.

LambruscOs & Cellas

· by glas~ or decanter

yogurt

BEER
On Draft
Coors
Rainier
Budweiser
Anhauser Busch

i'

we make our oit·n : ·

*Foot long hot dogs

'
':

*Homemade soup and
sandwiches

:::

*Salad Bar
Dine in or order to go

with mea Is or to go
· We're not the biggest, but we have the best food!

i

'~
''
:

':
Located on the West Interchange
(across from Per~insl
925-4808

'
:
:

:·

~--····#···························································································

~age 8
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AWARENESS-The body and its feelings en~wine Orchesis dancers
·Julie Kastien, Chris Welling and Lynn Korsmoe with the music in
preparation for their performance.

"lt;s the best of both worlds,'; stated Lana Jo' Sharpe, director of
this year's Orchesis performance and assistant professor of dance
at Central. Sharpe was referring to the 40 dancers that will make
up the annual Orchesis performance.• Many · technically skilled
dancers will be joined by a number of dancers who will be making
their first public appearance.
.
The 40 dancers who have been working .for a quarter and a half
will come together Friday and Saturday evening to present 18
dances on McConnell's stage at 8 p.m.
One of the dances that will be seen in their performance, is
"Triads". Triads has been performed twice before for the public.
Once at a special r'ecital honoring Dr. Garrity and his wife last fall
quarter and then again for the Dance Collective Show in
December. Each time the dance is performed it is reworked and
re-choreographed.
Other numb~rs on the program for the evening of dance include,
"Synergistic Play." created from a study of basketball movements:
"Undercurrents," reflecting the conflict in the hunt; and "Motor
Impulses" per.formed by the local Dance ' Collective.
So come to the schoolyard of movement and join the "Dance
Playground," with Orehesis Friday and Saturday night. Both
performances are free-of cJiarge.

by Damian A. Schwarz
Text by Mary C. Fridlund

Photos
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Sports.

·Spikers doniillate
IUPters for Central with a time .of
15.05.7. A gutty performance was
turned in by Kent Hernandez,
finishing the trek in second place
Central's men's track team has at 15.20.03. Our javelin represent• kind of been quiet this year, but ative was Mike Siegworth, placing
last Saturday things were differ- number two with a toss of 198' 10".
ent. The winds were blowing,
Two winning relays for Central
which is an unusual spring were the 400 and 1,600 meter relay
• occurrance in Ellensburg, and the teams.
Central tracksters busted loose in
With only two weeks of track
celebration of this rare atmosperi- left before regionals, only one
cal condition. The Cats over- Wildcat has qualified for Nationwhelmed Western Washington, ;,als, ~ccording to Arlt. .
•. _ ,
University of Puget Sound, and
John Freeburg has qualified m
the Clansmen of Simon Fraser.
t11e grueling 10,000 meter run,
- The key to the victory, which coming in -four seconds under the
"' had to bring a smile to Coach Spike maximum allowed. Brown is
Arlt's face, was the domination in within nine seconds of making it in
the sprints by his Wildcats. In the the 5,000 meters.
• 100 meters, Wildcat speedster,
Both runners will be competing
John- WiUis, ·w as nipped by in.the.Seattle relays this weekend
Murray Delorne of SFU, with the and the tough competition should
winner coming across in 10.99 aid Brown's effort to make another
seconds. Willis hit the finish at 11 trip to the Nationals, being held in
flat, but the surprise was who Abeline, Texas. Greg Arlt needs
finished third, fourth and fifth.
to add two inches to his winning
In order they were A.ndy height in the high jump to qualify.
Sharpe, ~alle August and Greg
This weekend, Central will be
Williams, all members of the hosting a co-eg_ _nieet with ten
Central spike team.
schools invited.
The favorites
Another surprise came in the coming into the meet will be
200 meters when Central sent an Everett C.C. ano Whitworth.
army across the line before any Coach Arlt said he would not have
visiting team could squeeze a his tracksters entering in three or
runner across the line. In order of four events and will have them
• finish and time they were l)John concentrate on just their main
Willis-22.69, 2)Tim Hart, 3)Andy event.
Sharpe-23.17, 4)August-24.47 and
Track has changed over the
years," said Arlt, "from points
Williams at 23. 70.
Darrel Charles, one of Central's scored by a team to the quality of
most consistant performers this the athletes."
_
season won the triple jump with a
"Athletes are being abused by
~ leap of 44 feet and was second in
entering three events and now
the long jump with a 20' 11" effort. things are changing to where the
Other strong performances for athlete's goal is , to qualify for
Central in the jumps were by Nationals and the Regionals in his
Randy Campbell,and Ralph Harri- own event."
son. Campbell leaped 42'5 1/z" to
The Central women placed
place third in foe triple jump and sixth in a field of eight in a meet
took second in the. broad jump, sponsored by Spokane C.C. The
landing 19'6" down the stripe.
host team won the meet, followed
Harrison was fourth in : the long by Washington State, Eastern
jump, (19'2") and third in the triple Washington, SPU, Western, Cenjump, (42'1 1/2").
tral, UPS and PLU.
Greg Colbo <?f Central was
"Sixteen of our girls had 27
second in the 400 meters at 51.4, personal bests in the m~et, and I
with Tim Hart winning the ·sprint. couldn't have been more impressAnother Cat sweep was the ed by our team's performances,"
order in the high jump starting said coach Jan Boyungs. "Our
with Greg Arlt's winning jump of girls are so physically strong and
6'6''. The next three spots were their mental toughness is somewon by Jack McMaser (6'4"), Dan thing you have to see to believe."
Smith (6'4"), and Dave Ege, (6
even).
Kyle Peer had an outstanding
- afternoon as he won two events,
. · taking the 400 meter hurdles with
a time of 54.7 and the 110 high
hurdles in 15.9 seconds.
Mark Brown won the 5,000

"We are competing against
Division I schools and we were
only one of two schools in the meet
who doe,s n't give out scholarships."

by Mike Schellhorn

Four school records were set in
the meet. Carmen Aguirre broke
her own schooi mark in the 5,000
meters with a time of 18.08.34.
Karen Schillinger set the pentathlon record by collecting 3,300
points in the five events. Siri
Sk~lton brok.e Central's record in
the 10,000 meters with a time of
40.24.00 and Central's two-mile
relay team qualified for Regionals
at 9.51.4. She::-i Calkins also
qualified for Regionals in the 5,000
meters with a mark of 19.07.96.
The women will be participating in the co-ed meet at Central .
this weekend. Coach Boyungs said
she will be sending Schillinger to
Husky Stadium to compete in the
Seattle Relays.
Schillinger is
attempting to qualify for regionals
in the pentathlon, with her best
performance last week being 300
points shy of the standard
minimun.
"Karen is getting better every
week," praised Boyungs, "and the
main reason is that she is so much
improved in her weaker events."
Regionals will be held May 11-12
at the University of Oregon and
every major college or university
will be there.
"This is · where I am really
hoping my girls will peak," said
"Hopefully, we can
Boyungs.
qualify some girls for the
Natlonals which are being held at
East Lansing, Michigan this year."

Give
blood
Reel Cross
is counting
on you.

CENTRAL RUNNERS led the way in a long-dist4oce run in last
Saturday's track meet. The Cats-men stormed past all competition
enroute to a domination victory.

TEAMS OF THE WEEK
A LEAGl 1E
\\.it h

BLEAGUE

OU!'S('l\'('S

Ttw Tools

X LEAGUE

H II of C

L LEAGUE

D LEAGl;E
'.\last (•rha t t l'l'S

y LEAGUE

Z LEAGUE

J amnwrs

Ed I >a rd is

* /2 gal.
* 1/2 gal.
*.

~lights

Mittt:rs

C LEAGUE
:'\11 !'\anws

Farm Fresh 2 % Milk
1

Open

"Our business is

going places"

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

Mon.-Sat.
J p.m. to 7 p.m.

Food
coupons
accepted

419

w.

15th-925-1821

Located Just 8 Blocks West

of Nicholson Pavilion

75c

t,

Fann Fresh Grade A

72·C

Past/Homo Milk

1/2 gal. 75c

~~--.~--------

t

t
t
t

t

....
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Pierce - Vik.i ng turned Wildcat

by Jack Corey -

When the top pitcher for the
Wildcats says that, as a senior, his
high school baseball · team competed in the state championships,
it's certainly not hard to figure
that he had contributed great'y to
the success of the team.
If you did figure this, you
figured wrong. Dave Pierce,
harboring a perfect 4-0 record for
Central, didn't play baseball in
high school. "I turned out, then
quit," the junior remembers, "then
turned out agaiJ;I as a senior, but I
had to quit about halfway through
the season."
Growing up ~n Benton City, as
Pierce did, means a lot of farming
work automatically, but growing
up with no father, as Pierce did
only added to his after-school
workload. Pierce and his younger
brother both had to bring in badly
needed money by changing heavy
watering pipes and working long,
hot hours in the fields of
neigh boring farms.
The PE major, (with a library

science minor) did have the luxury
of playing football and basketball,
however, and made the most of his
rare _spare time.
Pierce· was
named to the 'B' All-State second
team for baskelball in only his
junior year, which filled him with
deep aspirations of playing hoop in
college, if he had the slim chance of
going on after high school.
Before graduating from Benton
City, Pierce received a surprise
letter from Ralph Dick, head
baseball coach at Western Washington, asking Dave to attend
Western.
After talking with Gary Fredericks, then-head baseball coach at
'Central, who told Pierce that the
Wildcats had too many pitchers
that year anyway, Pierce decided
to mak~ his college debut in the
uniform of. a Western Washington
Viking.
With a student loan intact, and a
sure job of sweeping out the gym
at nights ("which I never did"),
Pierce travele·d to Bellingham with
dreams of firing the fastball past
the best hitters in the Evergreen
Conference.
Although his freshman year was
nothing spectacular, the tall
blond-haired right-hander claims

Johns.on 's Auto Glass
Auto Glass and Upholstery
Roof Vents and
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed.
Richard S..Calkins
Phone 92.5-377T

413 N. Main Street
Ellensburg

I,

distance in the game and "felt like year of college ball w1tn an dollars after it was all over.
_"I've never played on a team
one incident did occur that became outstanding 1.63 earned · run
the turning point for his whole average. The record of 1-4 ·is that comes back after being down
outlook on baseball and his career attributable to the lack of support by so much. Honestly, I'm not
as a pitcher.
from his teammates, both offen- accustomed even now to pitching
for a team that really wants to win
Having not been in the starting sively and in the field.
When Ralph Dick left Western every game they suit up for."
rotation all year, it was a big
With that win, Dave raised his
surprise to Pierce and. his to become an assistant coach at
teammates that Coach Dick Washington State, Pierce felt it record to 4-0 while lowering his
assigned him to start their was a good time for him to also already near rock-bottom earned
run average to 1.34. He's -pitched
season-ender against Lewis-Clark. 1eave the Vikings.
"Coach Dick was an excellent 31 one/third innings, struck out
Seemingly a power in NAIA
baseball since the earth was leader, I really liked his style," twenty and has given up 24 hits.
formed, Lewis-Clark was playing states Pierce. "His reolacement is Although 15 runs have been
even above their own level that - only 23 and he didn't do a very scored off him, only six of those
year as Pierce recalls.
"The good job of recruiting for that have been earned runs. The seven
Warriors ,had defeated 17 straight year. To be honest, I think that the Lewis-Clark pushed across in
NAIA opponents, and had won Ralph Dick was the only good the extra-inning thriller were all
thing the Western baseball pro- unearned, due to teammates' 0
around 34 of their last 35 games.
errors and base on balls, of which
They ,w ere awesome. I thought I gram had going for them."
Knowing the success of Cen- he's given up 13 all season. Along
was going to get shelled!"
Pierce was so awed by the tral' s baseball teams, Pierce with his perfect pitching mark,
.:;uperteam that he dian't give up decided to transfer to Ellensburg. Pierce is credited with one save.
any runs enroute to an impressive Along with that reason, Dave felt
:Qa ve credits a lot of his success
four-hit shutout. That powerful it was good to get closer to his own .on the mound to his coach Lee
performance was Pierce's only home town, which is near ·nay, who is in his rookie year as
Central mentor.
pitching victory his first year, but Richland.
"And," he says with a sly grin, "I
"Lee knows a lot of baseball and
it did wonders for his confidence.
"After having not pitched ·an figured it was just about time for is good about sharing it with his
that much that year, I was pretty me to pitch for a winning team." players," Pierce said. "I'm really C'
Pierce does remember one time impressed with the way he
down about my ability," confessed
Pierce, "but after that game, my this season though when he was on handles people, especially me. He
mental attitude increased consid- the mound, and the Wildcats doesn't over-criticize me, yet he
erably, and I really began looking weren't even close to winning. It lets me know when I'm not doing ,
- was against Lewis-Clark, and this something correctly. I think one of
:forward to the next season."
Pierce, a gas station attendant time the Warriors had seemingly the more important aspects of his
in Benton City during summer figured Pierce's pitches out. The coaching ability is that he's got
breaks, returned for his sopho- Cats were down 7-0 in the fifth - good rapport with the team. They
more year at Western anticipatiµg _ inning 1;1.nd it looked like all was respect, therefore, they're more
lost.
willing to listen to what he has to
a good year.
"I thought the game was over," say."
"I started the season as only the
And if Lee Day did · have
number four pitcher, but at least l recollected the 21-year old. "But I
am in the starting rotation now," still went out every inning and anything to say about Dave Pierce
Pierce said. "I wasn't satisfied •.,;>itched as if the score was 0-0." right now, it probably would be
with that, so I worked hard and , But, unlike his ex-teammates at that Central's good fortunes in
ended the year as the number two 'Western, Pierce's new teammates baseball this year would not be as
good if not for the Benton City boy
pitcher."
~fr.aged a~ incredible comeback
Although he was credited with r.hat gave Central 8-7 upset win in who didn't toss the ball in high
only one win to go with his four bine innings. · Pierce went the school.

. . . .llllllllllllllNllllllllllllllllHllUlllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllNINlllOllllllllllllllfflllllllllltlllllllllllHllHlllHllllHllllllllllllHIHlllllllllllllllllllllllHHtllMll.i

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Karen Schillinger
Karen came within 300 points of qualifying in the pentathlon for
regionals in competition held in Spokane last weekend. The senior
from Gig Harbor ended up second in' the grueling five-event race
while.. setting a new Central University record in her e~ent. Karen
will be competing in Seattle this weekend hoping to garner the
additional points needed for the qulllifying minimum.
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FIDELITY BANK
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
EDUCATION MAJORS

The following schools will have
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to
interview interested · candidates.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
May 1-Beaverton School District, Beaverton, Oregon. Elementa:-.YI secondary.
May 7-Port Angeles School
District, Port Angeles, Washington. Elementary/secondary.
May 10-.,.Clover Park School
District, Tacoma, Washington.
Elementary/secondary.
May 10-Shoreline School District, Seattle, Washington. EleMay 10- Longview .Public
Schools, Longview, Washington.
ElementaryI secondary.
Please check with Career
Planning & Placement Center
regularly, as the listings change
from week to week.
1979-80 FlNANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Applications for financial aid for
1979-80 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, room
209. Students who are applying
for financial aid at Central for ·
1979-80 must complete the confidential statement and the Central application form. Deadline
date for submission was March 1.
Late applications will be accepted,
but awards to late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants.
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
PRESENTATIONS

The International Club will be
presenting slides and speeches on
the following dates:
May 1, on Rhodesia by Dr.
Bennett.
May 15, on Italy and Sp~in by
Dr. Carlos Martin.
May 29, on Hungary by Dr.
Kramer.
Everyone is welcome to come.
FREE ADMISSION.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE HAS MOVED

The Student Employment Office
is now located in Barge Hall, room
. 205.

'

.

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
INDUCTION

Attention health majors and
,.. minors!
The National Health Education
Honorary of Eta Sigma Gamma
invites you to be inducted as a
charter member on Monday, April
. 30, at 6 p.m. at the Holiday Inn,
Columbia Room. Initiation dues of
$12 and dinner cost of $6.65 will be
collected Thursday and Friday on
second floor of Michaelsen Hall.
A minimum GPA of 2.4 is
required to join.

Classifieds
Handwriting Analysis, $20. Write
Handwriting Consultants of Wash.
Box 706, Yakima, WA 98907,
Trouble writing? I can show
you how. Easy, comfortable
help. Larry 925-2855.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
ART/SCIENCE CANDIDATES

The Fidelity Bank plans to
The following firms will have
continue its scholarship program representatives at the Career
in 1979-80 and will provide $50,000 Planning & Placement Center to
in scholarship awards.
interview interested candidates.
As noted on the front of the Sign-up schedules are posted one
application, information must be week, to the day, before · the
complete and GPA included with a · arrival of the interviewers on
signed verification or copy of campus.
transcript, or the application
cannot be considered.
April 27-General Telephone
ELIGIBILITY requirements are Co., Kennewick, Washington.
as follows: ·
Administrative assistant, electronic technicians & associate
1) Must be a resident of the engineer trainee. Majors: busiState of ·Washington.
·
ness education, administrative
2) Must b~ attending a Wash- management; technology; busiington two or four year college or ness administration; economics,
university or be a high school accounting.
senior planning to attend a
May 1-Aetna Casualty &
Washington two or four year Surety, Seattle, Washington.
college or ·university beginning in Engineers, Claims Reps (2) . &
September, 1979.
Com'l Property Underwriters3) 1Must have a minimum grade Bachelor's Degree.
point average of 3.00 (4.00 scale).
May I-Fidelity Union Life,
4) Should indicate some need
Ellensburg, Washington. Sales
for financial assistance.
representatives.
·
5) Applicants may be · either
May 8-10..:....U.S. Navy-Naval
male or female _and of any ethnic Officer Information Team.
origin.
May 10-K-Mart
Apparel,
Federal Way, Washington.
A limited number of scholarship Management- 'Trainee Program,
applications and brochures are Bachelor's Degree.
available in the-Office of Financial
May 15-Electronic Data SysCounseling and Financial Aid, tems, Dallas, Texas.
ProBarge Hall, room 209.
grammers, Opr. Dev. Prog. &
The deadline for submission of Personnel.
Majors:
business
applications to Fidelity Bank will administration; accounting; econobe June 1.
Winners will be mics; math; computer science.
notified during late July and
awards will be sent directly to the
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
Financial Aid Office for use in the
1979-80 school year. Winners will
ATTENTION: Arts & Science
be selected by the Fidelity candidates-A Job Search WorkScholarship Committee. The list shop will be presented during the
of committee members and in- first week of May in Barge Hall,
formation on each of them is room 105. June graduates, as well
available in ......the brochures.
as graduate students, are encouraged to attend.
FIELD EXPERIENCE
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be a meeting for
students interested in field experiences, internships or · co-op
programs, for this coming summer
or summer/fall on the dates listed
below for the academic areas as
shown. The meeting will include a
discussion of procedures for
applying for field experience
credit, various opportunities in the
field, internship policies, advice to
students about how to seek
internship opportunities, ·etc.

Session I-Tuesday, May l, 3-4
p.m. · Job Search Methods, The
Hidden Job Market & ·self-Assessment.
Session II-Wednesday, May 2,
3-4 p.m. Job Search Communication: Letters, Resume & Telephone Contacts.
Session III-Thursday, May 3,
3-4: 15 p.m.
Interviewing:
Discussion and Film.

~,,_,..>.-.c~~..-.C~l~,._..~~._....-....-.c
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FINANCIAL AID

The Co-op Office announces a
management training opportunity
coming up for students seeking
an internship placement for
summer quarter, 1979.
A
representative of JC Penney will
be on campus May 10 to interview
qualified junior year applicants for
,a 10-week intensified management
training program. Recommended
majors would be business administration, fashion merchandising, or
administrative management.
If you are interested in this
opportunity, please call the Co-op
Office at 963-2404 prior to May 4
for more information.

Beginning July l, there will be
two student time slips available
for all departments. One time slip
(yellow or buff color) will be used
for regular student employees.
Those are students working on
campus where the department
pays 100 percent of.their salary.
The second time slip (green) must
be used only for work-study
students. The difference in the
two time slips is that the green
work-study time slip will ask each
department to indicate if the
work-study student is fulfilling
their job in a satisfactory manner.
SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY
This is a requirement placed on
the institution by the Federal
The Annual Scholarship and
Government. We must ask offices
to indicate if' the student has Award Assembly sponsored by
worked in a satisfactory manner the Office of F_inancial Aid will be
auring the period the time slip on May 22 in Grupe Conference
covers.
The time slips are Center between 4 and 5 p.m. Any
retained in each department and organization or department offerare auditable by Federal Auditors ing scholarships or awards to
who check Central's records students for the 1979-80 school
year and who wishes to participate
approximately every two years.
Supplies of time slips are available in the Awards Assembly is
at Central Office Supplies at a cost mcouraged to contact the Office of
of one cent each. When ordering . fi'inancial Aid, Barge Hall, room
supplies, departments should :m9, or call 963-1611 as soon as
specify how many of each type of possible.
time slips they wish to order.

Offers-

......~.._,,~~..-..~-..
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t Give yourself something beautiful
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If this is your last quarter at
University lecturing, advanced Central and you have received a
research, 100 countries. Africa, National Direct Student Loan, you
East Asia and the Pacific, Near must make an appointment for an
East and South Asia, Latin exit interview. Call the Office of
America, Eastern Europe, West- Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
ern Europe. For specific informa- to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.
tion on countries and type of The office is located near the
awards available, contact the . Cashier's Office in the accounting
Faculty Fullbright Advisor, Dieter section.
Rom boy, 963-3612. ·
HANDICAPPED STUDEN'I'
STOC~ MARKET LECTURE
ADVISORY COMMITl'EE
MEETING
Frank Wagner, broker with
the firm of Charles - Schwab in
The Handicapped Student AdviSeattle, will be on campus on sory Committee will hold weekly
Friday, April 27, to speak on the meetings on Wednesdays at 3:30,
subject of "Technical Analysis and in the Teanaway Room located in
Stock Market Timing." He will the SUB. All interested persons
speak at 10 a.m. in Shaw-Smyser are invitea.
Hall, room 224.
All those interested in the stock
JC PENNEY
market are invited to attend. MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Music

STUDENTS
.
Earn $60-$240 per week, stuffing and add&essing envelopes in new
expanding business. Work at home, 900 people needed in this
area. For info:' Send self-addressed, stamped envelope and 25
c:::'.~:z ~nter'.'.'."ises, Rt. 1 Box 42 A, Courtland, ~ 95615_J

L
.

EXIT'INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

FALL QUARTER STUDENT
TEACHERS AND OPTION "C"
STUDENTS

Please remember to sign up for
April 30-4 p.m. Arts and interviews with your off-campus
humanities, social and behavioral supervisors. The sign-up sheets
,are posted in Black Hall across
sciences, SUB, room 204.
May 2-4 p.m. Natural sciences, from room 216. The deadline to
sign up is Thursday, May 3, at
SUB, room 206.
'
May 3-4 p.m. Professional noon.
The supervisors will be here on
studies, SUB, room 206 .
May 7-4 p.m. Business and Friday, May 4 in · Grupe Conference Center from 8:30 to 11.
Pconomics, SUB, room 204.
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FULLBRIGHT-HAYES
OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD
1980-81

to remember the valley by.
The Ellensburg Blue
Agate in handcrafted settings.

Art of Jewelry
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All $5.89 albums on sale for

$4.99
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday only
So hurry!
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309 N. Pearl 925-9560
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Located in the Plaza
718 E. 8th
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FGC 's fin:dings of Stastny released
by Dave Christopher
The Faculty Grievance Commit- :
tee's findings in the Stastny case·
are now out in the open.
)
ThP FGC's reDort confirms that
c.he letter President Garrity sent •
to Dr. Stastny on January 25 was a
11otice of intent to dismiss Stastny. :
Garrity charged Stastny with
insubordination, rules violation:
and gross misconduct.
The FGC's findings on these
charges are as follows: "The FGC
found that Dr. Stastny's action in
being absent from his on-campus
responsibilities, January 2-9, was
insubordination. inasmuch as Dr.·
Stastny knowingly violated legitimate administrative authority."
"Since Dr. Stastny disobeyed
ihe explicit denial of his request to
be absent ... the FGC concludes
that 'Dr. Stastny's action does
• constitute "grievous or willful
violation of published institutional ·
and related Board rules and
regulations."
"The FGC ... could not resolve
whether Dr. Stastny's actions in
· the past when combineq with the
Israel trip constitutes gross
misconduct."
·
The FGC supported Stastny
in his grievance concerning his
ilasses being cancelled and
supported the administration's
right in deducting Statstny's pay
as was reported in the April 12
CRIER.
The FGC made only findings on
the charges and make no recommendations on how the president
should ·deal with them.
"P!"esident Garrity in responsf
t o the FGC's report has noted
their findings and then reaffirmed
his course in regard to my
dismissal. He intends to take no

action even in admonition in ' when he went to India.
regard to the cancellation of my
Asked what were the differing
classes, consequentially I have circumstances in allowing Stastny
moved for a formal hearing before to travel then but not last winter
the Board on both these matters.'' quarter. Dean Williams had little
said 8tastny.
to say.
"We all agreed to
'Asked why he ignored Williams' · confidentiality when we left the
warning that "disciplinary mea- hearings, I intend to stand by my
sures" would · be taken if he statement of confidentiality," said
disregarded his directive not to Williams.
leave, Stastny replied. "I don't
Stastny said he felt that
view the situation as one ·as having Williams' action · of denying him
ignored his directives. To simplify permission was arbitrary and
the issue, it posed itself as an issue since there's no showing that
of exceeding authority by an ' · anybody under similar circumadministrator: Then the question stances has ever been denied
became, how that exceeding permission for a trip, it was also.
authority could be . dealt with. I discrimination.
·
drafted a grievance, which in the
Asked if he felt that you have
time · I had before taking my to be insubordinate to comb.at
professional trip, remained a just discrimination, Stastny answered,
draft. But then in addition, I made "I certainly wasn't following any
two etforts to get President
Garrity to mediate the matter ...
"Nevertheless in regard to a
professional trip, the only grounds ,,
that appear pertinent by the code
and general norms of academic
conduct to withholding permission who were drawing the blood.
for a trip by an administrator Fridlund also said that the event .
would be that the professor's was poorly advertised because the
classes have not been covered, or signs were not hung by the ASC ·
that the trip itself does not have a sign shop until the day of the
valid professional purpose. In the event.
absence of this showing, the
Fridlund suggested that in the
withholding of permission seems future, the ASC be responsible for
to me to be patently in excess of the blood drive instead of the
It was also
administrative authority, particu- Health Club.
larly in this case when no real su~gested that a person in the
explanation was provided by the programming agency could head
the event.
dean."
The FGC report states that,
Eric Gleason gave a report on
"Dr. Stastny did not have the the Washington Association of
authority to &sobey t11e Dean's Students in Higher Education
directive, whether or not he (W ASHE) conference coming to
considers that denial 'improper."
campus May 11, 12, and 13 and
A note in the FGC's report cited suggested that some money might
back in 1972, the administration be needed for supplies. Gleason
approved a leave for Stastny into also spoke on the Washington
the second week of winter quarter Association of University Stud-

policy or. philosophical bent to Central; second what limits are
earry out any action of insubordi- ·there to administrative authority;
nation in order to confront and what rights and prerogatives do
ultimately defeat discrimination. -faculty members possess, is there
This to me was as example of to be shared governance at
And third how will
excess .authority. abuse of authori- Central?
ty. So I would say that in what we Central's reputation be affected by
think of as hierarchical organiza- carrying through such a process as
tions such as the military, the this."
issue of obedience and order and
insubordination tied in to that and - According to the Faculty Code, '
it goes to the question of ·Whether in the formal hearing, the. hearing
the
order
was
valid, officer · shall determine whether
whether there was authority the hearing .shall be open to the
behind the order. The military educational
community.
itself does not function on orders
"I believe the importance of
and order types of framework these issues to all members of that
community: students, faculty and •
since Nuremberg and My Lai."
In - a statement about the interested outsiders should dictate
informal hearings. Stastny said, "I that this hearing be open, we
see the big issues as three; first should all press for that," says
does tenure have a future at Stastny.

ACon~~p.Junds spent
ents (WAUS).
Under old busines·s , Brian
Taylor was re-elected as BOD
chairman for spring quarter.
Fridlund was once again voted in
as vice-chairman.
During discussion. Scott .
Mueggler, WSL director, thanked
the board for the $150 received to
pay for Central students who went
to their recent convention.

Mueggler suggested that Central's
membership with WAUS be "
reevaluated before paying ·half of
the membership fee.
Mueggler also questioned the
validity of Joe Blalock, past board "
member, being Central's WAUS
representative, if he is no longer
on the board.
Discussion was terminated and ,.,
the meeting was adjourned.

In last week;s issue, the CRIER
made a technical error in reporting
the time of the banquet honoring
Professor Bach. It will be May 12
instead of April 12.

